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Everyday essentials!
Blum fittings solutions for my furniture

www.blum.com



Why is it a good idea to 

think about 
  fittings 
                when buying furniture?

Everything we do is geared around you and 

your needs. We want to help you turn your indi-

vidual furniture ideas into reality – with the right 

fittings. It’s the quality of the fittings that deter-

mines whether or not you’ll get lasting enjoy-

ment out of your furniture. Although sleek and 

inconspicuous in design, top-quality fittings are 

indispensable for functional furniture.  After all, 

doors, pull-outs and wall cabinets that open and 

close with ultimate ease make your life easier.

This is what Julius Blum GmbH has stood for  

since 1952.

However, we offer far more than just furniture  

fittings. We offer inspiring ideas that enhance  

ergonomics and improve quality of living.  

From innovative motion technologies to practical 

storage solutions.

Join us on a journey of discovery:

blum.com/movingideas
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Why aren’t all hinges 
      the same?

It’s all in the functional details. Our innovat- 

ive CLIP top BLUMOTION hinge is not just a 

top-quality fitting that offers a secure hold.  

It has also been optimised for different types  

of furniture. 

Integrated soft close ensures that doors close 

softly and effortlessly. Our hinge in onyx black 

adds a touch of refinement to dark furniture.

And we have even developed a special fixing sys-

tem for especially thin doors made, for example, 

of stone or concrete. EXPANDO T allows you to 

implement unique furniture ideas with a beautiful 

design.

We’ve got the right solution for every living  

situation and every requirement.  

Ask for Blum.

blum.com/hinges

Hinge systems 
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One-touch opening

The TIP-ON mechanical opening 

system opens handle-less fronts 

with a single touch.

Hinge systems | Overview

Our high quality standards 
Tested and designed to withstand more than 200,000 

opening and closing cycles. This ensures that our 

hinges work just as perfectly as on day one, even after 

many years.

Perfect ergonomics for you
Thanks to practical wide angle hinges, doors open re-

ally wide, even to 170°. This means you can equip your 

cabinets with pull-outs instead of shelves to  

provide easy access to contents.

The right solution for any application

Be it for thin or thick doors, glass or 

mirror doors, for cabinets with inner pull-

outs, for light or dark interiors - Blum has 

the right hinge for any application.

Soft and effortless closing

Hinges with integrated soft-close 

BLUMOTION ensure that cabinet 

doors close softly and effortlessly. 

Of the 58 components that make 

up the hinge, 24 are solely res- 

ponsible for soft close. 

mechanical
soft close

mechanical
opening
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Because fronts move up and out of your way and can be left open. 

This means you have easy access to storage items in wall cabinets. 

And you can move about freely without hitting your head on cabinet 

doors. This is really practical when you’re preparing meals or doing 

other kitchen chores.

You also have the freedom to choose between different models: bi-

fold, lift up, up and over and stay lift systems. Even heavy wall cabi-

net fronts open with ultimate ease if equipped with the right fittings. 

Interested in an inspiring range?  

Then look out for the Blum logo!

blum.com/liftsystems

     Why do 

    lift systems 
   give you more freedom?

Lift systems
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Lift systems | Overview

Our high quality standards 
An integrated finger safety feature stops installers from trapping  

their fingers.

 
Perfect ergonomics for you
Enhanced convenience, especially for short people: Fronts glide open 

at a single touch with the SERVO-DRIVE electrical opening support 

system. And close again at the press of a switch – softly and effortlessly 

with soft-close BLUMOTION. The TIP-ON mechanical opening support 

system is also designed for one-touch opening.  

To close, simply press shut.

Designed for your requirements

Be it for one or two-part fronts, small or large 

fronts, light or heavy fronts - Blum has the right 

lift system to meet your requirements. Giving 

you freedom of movement at all times.

AVENTOS lift systems

Holds exactly where you want it to

The lift system can be adjusted so 

that it holds in any position desired. 

mechanical
soft close

up and over

bi-fold

stay lift

lift up

electrical
opening &  
soft close

mechanical
opening
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Box systems are basically ‘drawers’ but with far more possibilities. 

Box systems give you the freedom to design and individualise your 

furniture. You can decide on the finishes of fronts and tailor the stor-

age space exactly to your needs.

Choose side panels and customise them to your taste. Choose  

narrow, wide, high or deep pull-outs to suit your needs and wishes. 

And if you’d like a mechanical or electrical opening and/or closing 

system for your furniture, look no further. We’ve got it.

You’ll be amazed by the solutions Blum has to offer.

blum.com/boxes

Box systems 

Aren’t boxes
the same 

         as drawers?
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Box systems | Overview

Our high quality standards 
Our fittings are designed and tested to withstand high 

loads and 100,000 opening and closing cycles. So that 

you get lasting enjoyment out of your box systems. 
 
Perfect ergonomics for you
Our inner dividing systems organise interiors. So you’ll 

immediately find exactly what you’re looking for.

I want maximum user convenience.

I want to be able to decide how I open and close  
my pull-outs and wall cabinets.

I want soft and effortless closing.

I want enhanced opening ease for my wall cabinets, 
drawers and doors.

How much convenience do you want?
How do you want to open and close your furniture?

Stylish design for individualists

Our LEGRABOX, MERIVOBOX and 

TANDEMBOX box systems are as 

different as they are plentiful. But 

all models have the following in 

common: beautiful design, perfect 

functionality and a wide selection  

of colours.

Enhanced convenience

BLUMOTION, SERVO-DRIVE,  

BLUMOTION and TIP-ON motion  

technologies bring enhanced opening 

and closing ease to furniture.

mechanical
soft close

mechanical
opening &  
soft close

electrical
opening &  
soft close
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Cabinet solutions | Overview

Our high quality standards 
All our cabinet solutions are the result of comprehen-

sive, real-world kitchen surveys. In other words, they 

are fit for everyday use. 
 
Perfect ergonomics for you
Knowing what to keep where is not a science. It’s 

the result of good planning. Good planning shortens 

distances and ensures that everything is within easy 

reach. For more ideas on practical kitchen designs  

go to: blum.com/ideas

Electrical support system

You can optimise individual cabinet solutions, 

such as waste pull-outs, with our SERVO-DRIVE 

electrical motion support system. 

Space galore

Nice to have plenty of food in stock. 

SPACE TOWER creates and organis-

es space to suit your needs.

Optimised planning and design

Our SPACE STEP plinth solution allows 

you to implement higher cabinets and 

create extra storage space.

mechanical
soft close

mechanical
opening &  
soft close

electrical
opening &  
soft close
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Why do you need more
     than just pull-outs to 

  organise 
  your home?

Inner dividing systems

Inner dividing systems are ideal for keeping kitchen utensils,  

shirts, socks, ties and even toys nice and tidy. What’s more,  

they can be adapted to hold new items, again and again.

Blum’s solutions make it fun to tidy up interiors.  

Why not try them out for yourself?

blum.com/innerdividingsystems
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Perfect ergonomics for you
Our kitchen accessories make your life easier.  

Take our practical film/foil dispenser, for example.  

It gives you easy, tangle-free dispensing directly in  

your drawer.

Everything at your fingertips

AMBIA-LINE and ORGA-LINE don’t 

only beautifully organise interiors, 

they also make your life easier:  

because you have everything you 

need immediately to hand.

Inner dividing systems | Overview

To suit your requirements

The width of the adjustable cross  

dividers can be adapted in seconds. 
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Runners by Blum ensure that wooden drawers 

and pull-outs glide open with ease and close 

softly and effortlessly.

We work hard to improve the quality of living and 

make furniture easy to use. Our specially devel-

oped roller carriage technology prevents metal 

parts from touching each other. No grinding, no 

metal abrasion, just a feather-light glide - even 

after many years of intensive use. This is true 

quality of motion.

Wooden furniture can be so nice and easy to 

use. Prep yourself for buying your new furniture.

blum.com/runners  Why do you need 

good runners?

Runner systems 
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Runner systems | Overview

Our high quality standards
Our worldwide kitchen surveys show us what demands 

are made on drawer runners. We are constantly opti-

mising our runners to provide enhanced convenience 

to suit individual needs. 

Perfect ergonomics for you
Full extensions give you easy access to contents at the 

back of drawers and pull-outs.

More convenience and modern design

BLUMOTION, SERVO-DRIVE and TIP-ON BLUMOTION 

provide mechanical or electrical opening and closing 

support. Our motion technologies allow you to imple-

ment modern furniture solutions with  

handle-less designs.

Nice and invisible

TANDEM and MOVENTO runners are not fixed to the 

side of drawers and pull-outs but are designed for 

base mounting. This means that they cannot be seen 

even when fully extended.

Soft and jolt-free stop

When opening a single extension, the 

runner slows down before the pull-out 

is completely open. This ensures a soft 

stop and prevents contents from clat-

tering.

mechanical
soft close

mechanical
opening &  
soft close

electrical
opening &  
soft close

Single extension Full extension
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We’d like to take you on an exciting journey into 

the world of living space. Read some entertaining 

stories and find out how other people have come 

up with creative and clever solutions to master 

special challenges. From mini homes to maxi 

record collections.

Get some fresh inspiration  

for a better quality of living. 

blum-inspirations.com

Curious about
     more extraordinary

     ideas?

Inspiration
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Sydney (Head Office)
10 Blackbird Close
Len Waters Estate NSW 2171
Ph: 02 9612 5400

Adelaide 
179 Railway Terrace
Mile End SA 5031
Ph: 08 8118 6070

Brisbane
6/39-45 Compton Road
Underwood QLD 4119
Ph: 07 3135 9490

Melbourne
245 Ferntree Gully Road
Mount Waverley VIC 3149
Ph: 03 9982 1720

Perth
3/50 Howe Street
Osborne Park WA 6916
Ph: 08 6467 0110

Blum showroom locations

Find your local distributor
Looking to purchase Blum products? We can point you in the 

right direction. One of our distributors will be able to assist 

you in the purchase of Blum products.  

Blum.com/distributors

Checklist | Blum Showrooms
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NotesNotes
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